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By Mr. Donlan of Boston, petition of Edmond C. Donlan for adop
tion by the House of a resolution condemning the teaching and pub
lishing of inhuman doctrines as contrary to the spirit of American in
stitutions and destructive to liberty. Rules.

Cf)e Commontoealtf) of e^aasacfnisetts

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Three.

Resolution condemning the teaching and pub
lishing of inhuman  doctrines by the professor

OF ANTHROPOLOGY AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

1 Whereas, America was founded upon the ideal that
2 man is a sacred and inviolate creature endowed by the
3 Creator with the right to life, liberty and the pursuit
4 of happiness; and
5 Whereas, We are now engaged in a holy crusade for
6 the protection and perpetuation of that ideal; and
7 Whereas, The enemies of God and man, seeking to
8 enslave mankind, and having conspired behind the
9 Nazi mask and myth of Blood and Super-Race, seek

10 to destroy that ideal; and
11 Whereas, The spreading of such Nazi doctrines at
12 home while American boys are fighting and dying for
13 human ideals abroad, is unfair and unpatriotic; and
14 Whereas, The professor of anthropology at Harvard
15 University has taught and published that the Declára
lo tion of Independence is a pathetic document; that
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17 democracy is making the world safe for morons; that
18 it is a government of the unfit, by the unfit, for the
19 unfit; that our senile and diseased leaders have in-
20 flicted upon us financial crises, wars and new deals;
21 that old-age pensions, bonuses and social security are
22 “ sops to Ceberus” ; that human life is not sacred;
23 that the ideals of Equality and the Rights of Man are
24 to be waived aside; that religion has become the
25 enemy of man; that the clergy prey upon the moronic
26 mass who breed prolifically; that the church can no
27 longer rule the rabble; that scathed heroes returning
28 from war are a menace to society and it is a question
29 whether it would not be better had they died on the
30 battlefield; that patched-up soldiers who have become
31 cripples and invalids in battle are a burden on society;
32 that society should not permit those crippled soldiers
33 to breed; that veterans of foreign wars became bonus
34 seekers and breed pensioners; that the ruthless Jap
35 war-makers were at least sincere; that medical
36 science is promoting human degeneration; that
37 doctors save and prolong millions of lives that are
38 not worth saving; that doctors should defy the dogma
39 of the sanctity of human life; that we should not have
40 so many old people; that we need a biological purge;
41 that industry has a vested interest in the stupidity of
42 the masses; that we have an enormous surplus of in-
43 ferior human animals with nothing to do but breed
44 and hate their masters; that wars at any rate reduce
45 the population surplus; that modern machines and
46 public charity have debased, debauched and atrophied
47 millions of Americans who should not be allowed to
48 breed; that all great civilizations were based on
49 slavery; that we should sterilize the millions who are a
50 public charge and a national menace; that newly-
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51 weds will be studied as human guinea pigs; that only
52 the intelligent practice contraception; that man is
53 an articulate ape with a misshapen, made-over,
54 make-shift body, not adapted to an upright posture,
55 and unprotected by hair or fur; that the mass of the
56 middle-aged and elderly are in a state of physical and
57 mental petrification; that youth with its fine animal
58 ruthlessness is our only hope; that we Americans are
59 doomed unless we breed a race of better human
60 animals or supermen by jungle law, forced physical
61 mating, compulsory divorce, compulsory sterilization,
62 compulsory birth control, abortion, infanticide, and
63 the ruthless suppression or extermination of the mil-
64 lions of the “ unfit” ; that the small minority of clever
65 and educated young men must be indoctrinated to
66 assume leadership in our biological emancipation;
67 and that our present national political leaders should
68 not select the “ candidates”  for sterilization; where-
69 fore, be it
70 Resolved, That the Massachusetts House of Repre-
71 sentatives condemns the teaching and publishing of
72 such inhuman doctrines as contrary to the spirit of
73 American institutions and as tending to be destructive
74 of our liberties.




